
South Eastern Pyrenean Mountain Dog 

02/04/2017 Championship Show: 

I was very glad to judge my breed at your show. The weather was much nicer that I could expect. I saw a 
good evolution in the general quality of the dogs (last time I did attend to a club show in UK was more 
than 30 years ago).  

MPD (2) 1 Asher's Pyrdanza Tosca Nice head, slightly pinched muzzle, good expression, light 
pigmentation of palate. Good body, good angulation front, somewhat light in the rear. Very good 
temper, good gait for his age. 2 Reilly's Lisjovia Boris Bear at Darmaror, very good head, somewhat too 
heavy in upper lip, but well drawn under. The colour of eye could be darker. Very good angulations, very 
good hair. Very good gait for his age. Needs to be trained. Very good temper, promising puppy.  

PD (4) 1 Stratton-Baldwin's Kricarno Kinetic. Good head, need to be trained in gaiting to show by owner. 
Nevertheless I can see in him a very promising exhibit, very good powerful gait. Good bone, very good 
pigmentation, and coat, very good body but still somewhat narrow. He has time to fill out. Res BPIS. 2 
Thorne's Kricarno Konstellation at Pyrajay. I would prefer head larger, less upper lips, ears smaller and 
lower attached. The body is somewhat narrow. This dogs needs to enlarge in every point. The gait is 
rather light, but with an excellent length in ground taking.  

JD (3) 1 Water's Zagal de alba de los Danzantes with Sketrick (Imp Esp) very good height, very good gait, 
excellent shape of head, ears somewhat too large. Excellent coat, excellent angulations front , very good 
in rear. very good top line. Very good gait, regular with good grab of ground taking. The gait is 
nevertheless somewhat narrow in the whole. 2 Flounder's Gillandant Spirit of Xmas for Lakamoni 
excellent head shape, very good ears, eyes and pigmentation. Very good coat, very good angulations in 
front, I would prefer the rear more angulated. Excellent gait but throws not right alined somewhat in 
front.  

MD (3) 1 Water's Zagal de alba de los Danzantes with Sketrick (Imp Esp). 2 Asher's Pyrdanza Tosca. 3 
Reilly's Lisjovia Boris Bear at Darmaror. ND (3) 1 Water's Zagal de alba de los Danzantes with Sketrick 
(Imp Esp) 2 Asher's Pyrdanza Tosca. 3 Reilly's Lisjovia Boris Bear at Darmaror.  

UGD (2) 1 Water's Zagal de alba de los Danzantes with Sketrick (Imp Esp) 2. Reilly's Lisjovia Boris Bear at 
Darmaror. GD (3 -1) 1 Water's Zagal de alba de los Danzantes with Sketrick (Imp Esp) 2. Reilly's Lisjovia 
Boris Bear at Darmaror.  

PGD (8-1) 1 Thomas Shiresoak Snow Patrol 20 months old, excellent head, excellent eye, excellent 
pigmentation of nose round the eyes and palate. Good angulation front, rear that I would like more 
marked. Training him to gait should be a necessary plus. Excellent top line. Excellent coat. This dog is 
rather narrow and needs to enlarge. Res. CC. 2 Duffell's Kalkasi a Star is Born of Ricaduffal heavily 
marked dog, with very good head, very good lips and pigmentation. Very good angulation front, not 
enough angulated in rear. Excellent top line going slightly upwards; very good gait but I would like more 
push in rear. 3 Dearman and Henson's Shiresoak Nanook at Pyrekees very good head shape, very good 
eye, excellent upper and lower lips with good pigmentation. Excellent coat. Very good angulations front 
and rear. Gaiting somewhat disorderly. Going and backwards not in line in front (knitting).  



LD (10,1) 1 Thomas Shiresoak Snow Patrol. 2 Asher's Granchester Imoulou dog with an excellent head, 
very good pigmentation, too heavy lips, upper and lower. Very good angulations front and rear. 
Excellent top line. Excellent coat. Gait in front Not in line and too narrow gait in rear; side gaiting good 
ground grab. 3 Water's Sketrick Ojo excellent head in general, excellent shape, eyes somewhat light, 
somewhat too heavy lips. Too much throat skin. Excellent coat; very good angulations front and rear. 
Excellent top line. Very good temper. Going and coming back, somewhat narrow in front and toeing 
outside rear. Seen from profile very well balanced gait.  

OD (6-2) 1 Savage's FR & SW. Ch. Vi'skaly's Harry Honda at Kington (Swe Imp), excellent head, 
nevertheless too massive ears. Damage too heavy lips and throat skin; this reduces the expression, 
nevertheless very good expression. Much bone excellent; excellent coat; excellent angulations front and 
rear with exc top line going upwards. Going and coming back excellent in front, somewhat narrow in 
rear. Seen from profile excellent gait powerful and regular, which is very nice with such a high stature 
and the good mass. CC, BIS. 2 Janes Kricarno Karrizzmatick very good head, lips and dewlaps,; very good 
angulation in front, good in the rear. Excellent topline; excellent coat; while his gaiting not exactly in line 
in the front, and too small ground taking. 3 Munson's Pyrebern Blond Lynx very good head, lips and 
dewlaps; somewhat stop, very good angulation in front, very good rear. Excellent top line. Excellent 
coat. Throws somewhat inside front while gaiting, not enough length of ground taken front. It is a pity 
that he is showing himself uneasy and retracting, that penalize him a lot. Showing himself easier in the 
second class entered, he then could be placed third.  

VB (4-1) 1 Pollard's Ch. Gillandant Sugar and Spice JW Bitch with a very pleasant head, slightly roman 
muzzle, excellent pigmentation, excellent eye; excellent coming out of neck, seldom in this show; bitch 
rather on the narrow side. Very good angulations in front, good in the rear; very good top line; very 
good coat. While going and gaiting back, not in line in front, too narrow in the rear. Excellent and regular 
gait seen from the side. BVIS. 2 Burwell's Shanlimore Pheobe at Bursville bitch with a very good head, 
but the eyes are somewhat too open. Good muzzle, very good ears, very good pigmentation. Very good 
coat. Very good top line. While gaiting, not in line front, too narrow in the rear. From profile, regular 
with very good ground taking. 3 Munson's Alchazandis Foxminty Bear at Prybern, good head, muzzle too 
narrow, very good lips. Not sufficient pigmentation. Very good angulations front and rear. Top line 
rather saddled. The gait is not more enough powerful seen from side (but she is 11 yrs old.  

PB (1) 1 Tadd's Kricarno Kornish Kontessa. Puppy with an excellent shape of head!! Excellent 
pigmentation, excellent lips, well tight dewlaps which is to be favoured. I would prefer muzzle more 
filled. Good angulations front, very good in the rear. Gaiting, not really inline front, narrow in the rear. 
Gaiting very well from side seen, regular gait from the side. BPIS.  

JB (2-1) 1 Salmon's Madeleine du Pyrdanti excellent head, very good head shape. Excellent lips well tight 
(super). Very good angulations front and rear. Excellent top line. Very good coat. This bitch is now too 
narrow and needs to fill out while growing. Rather narrow gait rear, and not completely in line with 
front. Seen from side, excellent gait. This bitch evolution is to follow and be seen later on.  

NB (1) 1 Jane's Lyra -Belle du Haras de Chanite Neige (IMP) very good head, would prefer the eyes rather 
more closed. Good lips, somewhat dewlaps. Very good pigmentation. Excellent coming out neck. 
Gaiting: narrow in the rear, not in line front even knitting in front. From side view not enough ground 
taking front. UDB (2-1) 1 Jane's Lyra-Belle du Haras de Chanite Neige (IMP).  



PGB (4-1) 1 Savage's Vi'skaly's Lilla My at Kington middle sized bitch, very good head, with eyes slightly 
too open. Not enough tight lips, somewhat dewlaps. Very good angulations front and rear. Very good 
top line. Very good coat. Gaiting too narrow in the rear; very good front gait with good ground taking. 
Excellent gait seen from side. 2 Randall's Vi'skaly's Takes You For A Ride, very good head, somewhat too 
large ears. Slightly not enough tight lips. Very good angulations front and rear, very good topline. Not in 
line front gait, slightly narrow in ear. Very good gait from side. 3 Munson's Pyrebern Blonde Apache, 
bitch with hair heavily marked on head, very good coat, muzzle too narrow, very good lips, very well 
angulated front, good rear. Very good top line. Gait not in line front, too narrow rear. Very good from 
side.  

LB (4,1) 1 Burwell's Shanlimore Pheobe at Bursville. 2 Thorne's Belshanmish Pretty in Pink at Pyrajay. 
Bitch with a pretty good head, very good expression, small pink mark on muzzle. Very good angulations 
front and rear, very good top line. Very good coat, chest should be broader. This gives a too narrow gait. 
From side viewed the gait is rather regular. 3 Munson's Pyrbern Blonde Apache.  

OB (3-1) 1 Asher's Granchester Saphire. Bitch with an excellent head, excellent lips (upper very good) 
very good width and shape of muzzle. Very good angulations front and rear, very good profile gait. 
Excellent type of coat. CC, BOS & RBIS. 2 Pollard's Ch. Gillandant Ginger Spice, excellent head, excellent 
lips, much bone; excellent coat, arrouye markings (orange brown).very good angulations front and rear. 
Very good top line. Gait slightly narrow in the rear not really in line front. Viewed from aside excellent 
gait very well equilibrated. Is very close in quality from the number 2. RCC. This class was very close. 
Brace (3) 1 Burwell, 2 Janes, 3 Thorne.  

BEST IN SHOW AND RESERVE : The male Vi'skaaly's Harry Honda At Kington, wins helped by his good 
head, body height, excellent bone and an excellent and regular gait. The bitch Granchester Saphire 
characterized herself by her superb head expression pigmentation and a good gait becomes reserve. I 
do thank all for coming showing and did enjoy judging your dogs. 

Henri Remy 


